Certificate of Authenticity
Odysseas Tosounidis was born in 1983 in Tbilisi in Georgia. He
studied artistic marble processing in Drama, Fine Arts and marble
sculpting in the school of Fine Arts & Sculpting of Panormos on the
Greek island of Tinos and he completed his studies at the National
Academy of Fine Arts (Tiflis, Georgia). He is in the final stage of his
master in sculpture at the National Academy of Fine Arts. He has
participated in many symposiums both in Greece and abroad.
Also, he has taken part in more than 10 group exhibitions. He is a
member of the Chamber of Fine Arts in Georgia and a member of
Visual Artists Association of Northern Greece (SKETBE). In 2009 he
raised a monument which theme is “Athenian- Melian Dialogue”.
This monument is located in Plaka of Milos island in the Aegean
Sea. Another monument he constructed the “Love- Park” in UstKamenogorsk of Kazakhstan. In 2012 Odysseus Tosounidis created
a statue dedicated in Pontian Hellenism in Tiflis, Georgia. The basic
materials he utilizes mostly are marble and bronze.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION. Original marble sculpture of
Odysseas Tosounidis, completed on August 2013,
within Myrό Antiques House premises, in Souroti, Thessaloniki, GREECE, as part of the Greek Marble Initiative. Dimensions: 82.5 X 13.5 X 16 cm (with its base).

We assure that the sculpture depicted and described hereby is an
one - of - a - kind original work of art, derived from the observation, imagination, sketch
or photograph, of the sculptor ODYSSEAS TOSOUNIDIS, created for the “Greek Marble
Initiative”, which is an “Myrό Antiques House” artistic project initiated to boost the creativity and recognition of Greek sculpturing and marble worldwide. All Copyrights and
Reproduction Rights are retained by Myrό Antiques House as previously agreed with the
creator of the original artwork. This sculpture may not be reproduced by any process or
material without the expressed written permission of Myrό Antiques House and its owner
Mr. Stavros Muronidis.

______________________________________
Stavros Muronidis, owner & copyright holder of Myrό Antiques House and the artwork
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